SOLOMON ET AL.' VISCOUS RELAXATION

basins,the scalingrelationsadoptedhere shouldbe regarded
only as a reasonable working model.
The Orientale topography, so scaledto the dimensionsof
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the South Pole-Aitken basin, is shown in Figure 13. This
profile is compared to the present topography, taken from
Figure 12b but plotted as a function of radial distancefrom
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the assumed basin center at 50øS, 180øW. There is an
uncertainty of at least 1 km in the zero elevation datum used
to plot the present topographicprofile for the South Pole-
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frontside because of different lithospheric or crustal thicknesses. Considering the large uncertainties inherent in extrapolating existing crater dimensionsto 2000-km-diameter
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OF IMPACT BASIN TOPOGRAPHY
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Aitken basin.Further,thereare no topographic
dataat radial
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Fig. 10b. Topographic profile of the Tranquillitatis basin. The
profile (solid line) extends southwestfrom 8øN, 29øE(r = 0) to 0øN,
10øE;topographicdata are from Lunar Map 60. The datum h = 0 is
taken as the characteristic elevation (1738.0 km lunar radius) of
nearsidehighlandsin the vicinity of the terminusof the profile. Also
shown (dashedline) is the inferred base of the mare basalt fill along
the sameprofile, from the basalt isopachmap of DeHon [ 1974].The
Lamont region is an area of anomalouslythick mare fill, positive
free air gravity, and a concentrationof tectonicfeatures,particularly
mare ridges;this regionhas probably subsidedrelative to the rest of
the basin [Dvorak and Phillips, 1979].

distances from basin center of less than 700 km. Nonethe-

less, it is clear that the scaledOrientaleprofile.doesnot
provide a good starting topographic model for the South
Pole-Aitken basin, which has greater relief than does the

scaledOrientaleprofileat similarradialdistanc'e
ranges.At
fault may be the chosenring assignmentfor the South PoleAitken basin, or the assumptionthat the initial topographyof
this large ancient basin can be simply scaled from that of
Orientale.

Also shown in Figure 13 are topographicprofilescalculat-

ed underthe assumptions
of an initialprofileas shownanda
thickness H = 100 km for the low-density, high-viscosity
layer to account for the generally greater crustal thickness

thoughtto occuron the lunarfarsidecompm'ed
to the
nearside [Kaula et al., 1973, 1974]. A significantamount of
that define a ring 2000 km in diameter (Figure 12a) centered viscous
relaxation,
whichwouldfollowfromt/rl -> 10-9 s/P,
approximately at 50øS, 180øW [Stuart-Alexander, 1978]. yields a predicted topographic profile even less like the
Limited topographicdata were obtainedfor this basinby the presentprofilethanthe profilescaledfromOrientalegeøme
laser altimetry experiment on the Apollo 15 subsatellite try with no relaxation. A significantamount of relaxation is
[Kaula et al., 1973], which made several nearly east-west alsop{ecluded
by thepresent
topography
if the2000-kmtraverses of the basin near latitude 25øS,considerablynorth diameterring of the SouthPole-Aitken basinis the analogof
of the basin center.
one of the inner rings of Orientale, i.e., if the South PoleThe laser altimetry data indicate that the South PoleAitken basin was originally larger and deeper than assumed
Aitken basinis a hugedepressionwith the deepestregionsas here.
much as 8 km below the level of the surroundingfarside
Thus while viscous relaxation appears to have been an

highland
terrain[Kaulaet •l., 1973].A representative
topo- important
modification
process
forimpact
basins
(andlarge
craters)
onthelunarnearside,
itsimportance
wassubstan-

graphic profile, for the portion of the basin for which

altimetric
information
is available,
i•ssho
wnin Figure12b. tially less for topographicrelief onethe lunar farside. In

Thelargedimensions
andreliefof*"this
basin,in stdking
contrastto the Procellarumandsmallerpre-Nectaria
n basins
on the frontside of the moon, suggestthat the extent of
viscousrelaxation has been lesson the lunar farsidethan for

nearside
basins
of comparable
age.To quantify
thisresult,

o-

we need to obtain an estimate of the original topographic

t/•=1.5xlO-8
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profile of the South Pole-Aitkenbasin by analogywith

Orientale.
For thispurpose
we identifythe2000-km
ring
structure for the South Pole-Aitken basin with the Cordillera

Mountain ring of Oftentale, althoughsomewhatlarger estimates(2500-2600km) for the outer ting'diameterhave also
been proposed [Wood and Gifford, 1980; Wilhelrns, 1981].
To estimate the topographicrelief of South Pole-Aitken
prior to any modification,we use the Oftentale profile in
Figure l a with all horizontaldimensionsscaledby 20/9or 2.2
and all vertical dimensionsscaled aCCordingto the depthdiameter relation of Pike [ 1980]for large craters;i.e. vertical
0 301
dimensions scale as (20/9)'
or 1.27. Such a scalingfor
vertical relief is only an approximation.For instance,Pike
[ 1980]has shownthat rim heightscalessomewhatdifferently
with diameterthan crater depth. Further, the initial topography of backsidebasinsmay have differed from those on the
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the Tranquillitatis topographicprofile
from Figure 10 with the profile predictedfrom viscousrelaxationof
Orientale, using the model in Figure 8. The predicted profile is

shownfor t/,I = 1.5 x 10-8 s/P.

